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Medieval German Castle Lordships – The Castles of Count Falkenstein as an Example 

 

<Lecture 5> 

5-5. The Count’s Castle Lordship Was not Unique and Was a Representative Case 

 Was the establishment of  châtellenie by Count Falkenstein a rare exception or the rule?  To state 

the conclusion outright, it should be regarded as an example of  the numerous châtellenie that existed at 

that time. 

 There are three reasons for the concluding so: (1) from the 12th to the 13th century Germany was 

in the classical period of  castle construction, so many castles were constructed to protect the manorial 

lordship around them; (2) the reorganization of  the manorial system with demesne land to the amt 

system was not only observed in the case of  Count Falkenstein, but was also generally observed in 

Bayern and other districts in Germany from the 12th to the 13th century; (3) the term urbs, which 

originally referred to the four castles belonging to Count Falkenstein, also referred to the castle 

lordship itself. 

 As to the above points, the scholar Helwig Ebner claimed as follows: ‘to call Falkenstein/Neuburg 

castles is synonymous with calling them castle lordships.  Therefore, this also applies in the case of  

urbs to also mean castle lordships’. 

 As for the Rhine district, from the end of  the 11th century onwards, Manfred Groten claimed ‘the 

castle lordship became a common sign of  nobility by using a castle’s name as the family’s name’.  This 

means that name of  the castle itself  was the castle lordship (châtellenie). 

 So far in this course the examination of  the châtellenie belonging to Count Falkenstein was made 

based on the Codex, which is the only historical document remaining concerning the nobility of  

grundherrschaft (the secular manorial system) after the 12th century.  It is only a mere accident that no 

other historical documents remain, but even if  such documents were to have been preserved it is 

assumed that they would only have clarified the existence of  châtellenie belonging to the nobility before 

the 12th century.  It is natural to think that châtellenie existed around castles other than those of  Count 

Falkenstein. 

 

5-6. The Center of Control Shifted from the Manor House to the Castle 

 The manorial system with demesne land was structurally transformed into the rental manorial 

system.  Accordingly, the amt system (castle lordships) was established with the castle as the core of  

the manorial system.  From the standpoint of  ruling history, this meant that in the process the core 

of  the lordship shifted from the manor house in the manorial system with demesne land to the castle, 

which was the center of  the manorial lordship.  In sum, they moved from a manor house on the 

plains to the top of  the hill. 

 On this point the scholar Störmer referred to the manor house as ‘house’ in the Early Middle Ages, 

while he referred to the castle as the ‘house’ in the High Middle Ages.  He did so by relying on the 

view of  Otto Brunner, a historian of  constitution who regarded the ‘house’ as the center of  rule.  

The ‘house’ in this context is the ‘house of  nobles’.  The view of  Störmer is that the core of  rule 

shifted from the manor houses in the Early Middle Ages to nobles’ castles in the High Middle Ages.  
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Building upon this view, as a sequence of  events it can be conceived that generally the core of  rule 

shifted from the manor house in the manorial system with demesne land to the castle of  the châtellenie 

system. 

 

5-7. Understanding that Castle Lordship Was a Preliminary Step towards the Amt System 

of Länder 

 The formation of  castle lordships was a preliminary step towards local administration 

organizations (amt) of  Länder.  Such a local administration organizations developed from the castle 

lordship since the amt system of  Länder emerged from the latter half  of  the 13th century (A.D. 1250) 

and became a standard local administration organization after the 14th century.  The châtellenie system 

with the castle as the core is related to the amt system of  Länder.  This means that in the latter half  of  

the Middle Ages after 1250 the castle was oftentimes indicated as the center of  local administration 

organizations along with the markets and cities in Länder.  Castles, markets, and cities are treated 

equally here because in many cases markets and cities were surrounded by defenses and ramparts as 

well. 

 Here is what the legal historian Heinrich Mitteis says about the above point: ‘local administration 

by the territorial lords (Landesherr) was mainly done in the castle or in the other protected places 

(markets).  In such places, castle deputies (surrogates) were deployed who also had the role of  

administering their assigned districts (with the castle as the core) as amtmann (officials)’. 

 Based on what Mitteis’s says it can be assumed that the amt of  Länder had the characteristics of  a 

castle-ruled district.  It is natural to assume that the amt system developed from the castle lordship 

that already existed rather than to think that it appeared out of  the blue in the latter half  of  the Middle 

Ages. 

 The reason for the above is that, looking at the establishment of  the amt, almost all amt of  Länder 

were set up with the castle at the core.  There were manorial lordships and jurisdictions surrounding 

the castles that included such ruling rights as coinage bans, tariff  bans, and mining bans that were 

collectively called ‘royally retained rights’ that used to be exclusively for kings, but were usurped by the 

Landesherr (territorial lords).  Such a variety of  ruling rights surrounding the castles were accumulated 

and eventually led to the establishment of  amt. 

 Amt officials were different from the feudal vassals in that their roles were limited to a certain time 

period.  Such amtmann became representatives of  the territorial lords and the chiefs of  amt districts.  

They were also authorized to exercise financial governance, administer demesne land, hold court, 

maintain law and order, and perform military duties. 

 Now, why was the amt centered on the castle?  The reason is that the castle was indispensable in 

maintaining law and order as well as for the execution of  military duties.  This means that without 

such military power peace could not be maintained.  This demonstrates how the amt system began to 

take on the characteristics of  Länder. 

 However, Count Falkenstein in the latter half  of  the 12th century was not yet a territorial lord and 

did not possess much power.  His castle lordship also did not yet reach the stage of  an amt of  a Land.  

However, his castle lordship was a complex of  various ban powers such as the right to hold court and 
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manorial lordships surrounding his castles.  This shows the similarities of  the basic structure of  the 

amt in Länder that started to arise everywhere in a century later in Germany after. 

 I will touch upon the similarities between the lordship of  Count Falkenstein and the amt system of  

Länder. 

 First, as to the duties and status of  officials, the amtmann of  the Land had fixed duties.  They were 

initially externalized and independent from territorial lords themselves.  That means that the amtmann 

was a surrogate of  the territorial lord as far as the assigned territories were concerned.  However, in 

the case Count Falkenstein’s castle lordship, the amtmann of  his castle districts were called ‘procurator’ 

or ‘prepositus’, both meaning ‘surrogate’ in the historical documents.  They were also externalized and 

independent from the count.  In sum, the amtmann of  the territorial lord and the amtmann of  castle 

districts of  Count Falkenstein were both surrogates in common.  That is the first similarity. 

 The second similarity is that the local administrative organization (amt) of  the Land and the amt of  

Count Falkenstein’s castle lordship were both externalized entities.  The fact the castle lordship was 

called provincia (Land) in the case of  Count Falkenstein is also evidence of  this. 

 As to the fact that the formation of  castle lordships was a preliminary step towards local 

administration organizations (amt) of  Länder, economic historian Werner Rösener claims as follows: 

‘among many noble grundherrschaft (manorial systems) it is possible to observe clear trends towards the 

concentration and centralized rule of  manorial lands.  Gradually, manors and the various ruling 

powers of  powerful families began to become concentrated and clear boundaries were set on such 

lands.  At the same time, newly constructed castles appeared, generally in the center of  such heavily 

concentrated territories.  In accordance with the local concentration of  a noble lordship, a 

consolidation of  various ruling powers in even smaller territories appeared at the same time.  That 

was how the future formation of  Länder was made possible by castle lordships and amt.  This 

transformative process was observed in the case of  the noble lordships such as Count Falkenstein, 

Count Andechs, and Count Pfullendolf  in southern Germany’. 

 Furthermore, the scholar Ernst Schubert also generally acknowledged this claim: ‘already in the 

High Middle Ages in places where territorially-defined jurisdiction entities surrounded castles and the 

early stages of  administrative organizations were extant, meaning that where castle lordships had 

already been established, amt already existed, but was simply and formally incorporated into the amt 

system’.  Therefore, Schubert’s point is that the structure of  the amt is the amt system of  Länder and 

was integrated into local administration organizations.  The Landesherr (territorial lord) simply took 

advantage of  an already existing system.  He further claimed ‘the early form of  the amt depended on 

castle organizations that were at first the pillar of  power that integrated the individual ruling powers 

(meaning specifically financial ban) of  the lords’.  He claimed this was how the amt of  the Landesherr 

were established.  In sum, Schubert states that the jurisdictional administration organizations with the 

castle as the center meaning the castle lordship (châtellenie) was a preliminary step towards the local 

administration organizations (amt) of  Länder. 

 Judging from the research on the castle lordship of  Count Falkenstein and based on the historical 

documents found in the Codex it is clear that castle lordships were a preliminary step towards local 

administration organizations (amt) of  Länder. 
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 In conclusion, the castle or the castle lordship was an important historical impetus and brought 

out local administration organizations.  Traces of  castle lordships or districts still remain today.  It is 

said that castle lordships form the basis of  the current German Kreis system.  It is also similar in 

France as well where the French châtellenie are said to be the basis of  the current French Canton system. 

 The case was different for Japan, but the reason why the nobles created such local administration 

organizations is because the central power or the king’s authority was so weak that the local nobles had 

to defend their local authority from the beginning.  Such independent noble powers were obliged to 

establish their own administration organizations, in other words the castle lordship (châtellenie).  

Therefore, although it may not have been intended, it is appropriate to say that these administrative 

organizations both played an important role at the time of  their formation and also in the future 

establishment of  the Land administrative organization that arose from the latter half  of  the 13th 

century. 


